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Within a broader discourse of inter-city competition, 
sport and entertainment facilities have emerged as key 

points of contestation both within and between cities (Ma-
son, Washington, & Buist, 2015). This fact has not been lost 
on anchor tenant sports franchise owners, who recognize 
their role in making these venues attractive by guaranteeing 
a certain number of spectators each year. As a result, the con-
struction of new, state-of-the-art facilities continues, with 
substantial public funding becoming commonplace (Long, 
2012). However, where once cities sought to build these fa-
cilities to retain or attract specific sports teams (Rosentraub, 
1997), decisions are now more driven by the desire to pres-
ent the facility (and the entertainment events held therein) 
as part of a much broader bundle of amenities that a city 
possesses (Clark, 2004). In turn, the overall attractiveness of 
these amenities is seen as impacting location and visitation 
decisions for people and businesses alike (Rosentraub, 2008, 
2010). Proposed projects continue to be introduced in cities 
throughout North America; for example, in March 2016, a 
$1.8 billion development project was proposed in San Diego, 
which includes a new facility to host the San Diego Chargers 
of the National Football League (NFL) and $600 million for 
an adjacent convention center (McSwain & Weisberg, 2016). 

My research program has been based in the logics of ur-
ban competitiveness, civic status, and entrepreneurial cities. 
More specifically, it has drawn from urban regime theory, 
amenity theory, and strategies to attract and retain human 
capital. The following insights are drawn from both academ-
ic research projects and consulting done with several cities 
building or considering building major league facilities, and 
team owners also interested in building comprehensive are-
na-anchored development projects. I would like to specifi-
cally acknowledge Drs. Brad Humphreys, Bruce Johnson, 
Mark Rosentraub, and John Whitehead, colleagues who have 
been examining these same issues in their scholarly and con-
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these decisions, why are they being made, and how are they 
convincing others to undertake such projects in the absence 
of credible independent empirical evidence to support the 
use of public money? As a result, my own research has fo-
cused more on the social construction of civic competition, 
the means through which proponents champion sport facil-
ity development projects, and the discourses that emanate 
from said competition. 

Regimes and Coalitions

To start, it is important to consider how cities act entrepre-
neurially, by allocating scarce resources under the auspices 
of gaining competitive advantage. A question immediately 
arises: just who is acting entrepreneurially and to what end? 
Clarence Stone’s (1989, 1993, 2005) seminal work on regimes 
provides a useful starting point for examining how and why 
cities clamor to construct sport and entertainment facilities 
and their corresponding districts. Stone’s central thesis is that 
stable networks of political and business elites work together 
in order to achieve a common goal; while individual actors 
and groups may receive differing specific rewards, there is 
an overarching goal driving this network. In the case of cit-
ies that pursue large-scale development projects that include 
arenas as anchors, support depends on the degree to which 
the project will contribute to urban growth; governments 
increase the local tax base, politicians increase their profile 
through signature developments, while local businesses—
construction companies, banks, newspapers, etc.—all benefit 
from additional development (Logan & Molotch, 1987). 

Thus, while certainly some infrastructure development 
strategies may be influenced by political and other interper-
sonal dynamics, a project of the magnitude of a major league 
sports facility (or a minor league facility in a smaller city) 
would not be undertaken without the tacit approval of a re-
gime that existed in that city. Subsequent research has iden-
tified different types of regimes (Mosberger & Stoker, 2001; 
Stoker & Mossberger, 1994). For those that have pursued sport 
and entertainment-anchored development, the aim has typ-
ically been for economic development and symbolic reasons 
(Henry & Paramio-Salcines, 1999; Misener & Mason, 2008, 
2009; Pelissero, Henschen, & Sidlow, 1991), where the facil-
ity and events held there confer a level of status commensu-
rate with a certain “tier” of city (Buist & Mason, 2010; Mason, 
Washington, & Buist, 2015). One of the studies I conducted 
with two fellow colleagues examined the case of Cleveland, 
Ohio. In two separate referendums held in Cleveland in 1984 
(failed) and 1990 (passed), proponents for the construction of 
new major league sports facilities often evoked comparisons 
with other cities. In Cleveland’s case, building new facilities 
would help the city avoid being considered a “lesser” city like 
Toledo, Ohio, and more like aspirational cities such as Toron-
to, Canada (Mason, Washington, & Buist, 2015). This is not an 

sulting work for the past few decades. I have had the pleasure 
of working with them on several projects and their influence 
on my work has been profound.

The key thesis my work builds on is that civic leaders act 
strategically based on the assumption that the most attractive 
and competitive cities are those that carefully integrate sport 
and entertainment amenities into broader development ini-
tiatives that leverage other unique characteristics those cities 
possess. With this in mind, development strategies are un-
dertaken with the notion that it is the bundling and leverag-
ing of these amenities that allows cities and their stakehold-
ers to prosper and gain competitive advantage. However, 
whereas previous research has examined, post hoc, the im-
pacts of these projects, my aim has been to understand the 
process through which these projects are created, justified, 
and undertaken.

Overview

Much of the independent academic work on the subject of 
sport facility development has explored ways of determining 
the tangible and intangible benefits of such projects. From a 
practical perspective, this involves the development of eco-
nomic impact studies that seek to put a dollar value on the 
investment that cities make, often in order to justify the public 
money used (Crompton, 1995). More recently, Rosentraub has 
recognized the complexities of urban development initiatives 
by analyzing these facilities in the broader context of the ur-
ban infrastructure they are embedded in, concluding that they 
should only be evaluated (and considered) in terms of their 
role in these broader developments. In general, authors who 
conduct academic work in this area have found that: (a) are-
nas and stadiums have little, if any, economic impact on the 
communities they are located in (Baade & Dye, 1988; Coates, 
2007; Coates & Humphreys, 2008); (b) there are intangible 
benefits associated with them and where they are located, but 
these benefits do not outweigh the amount of public money 
invested in said facilities (Feng & Humphreys, 2012; Huang & 
Humphreys, 2014; Johnson, Groothuis, & Whitehead, 2001; 
Johnson & Whitehead, 2000; Johnson, Whitehead, Mason, & 
Walker, 2012); and (c) those projects deemed most successful 
were all developed as part of a carefully integrated urban infra-
structure development project of which the sport facility was 
one component (Rosentaub, 2010).

Although several projects have been identified as models 
of how to integrate sport facilities into broader urban de-
velopment, the point remains that these facilities, by them-
selves, do not necessarily confer the benefits that proponents 
suggest they do. Despite this, cities have continued to active-
ly seek out sport facility development projects and spend bil-
lions of dollars in public money doing so. For this reason, 
my own work has been focused on the process whereby the 
funding decision is made. In other words, who is making 
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Conditions to the Successful Development 
of Sport Infrastructure

Negotiations between private interests and local commu-
nities regarding large-scale, sport facility-anchored, urban 
infrastructure development projects must lead with an un-
derstanding and articulation of the broader quality of life 
benefits of such projects, rather than “the team needs a new 
building to compete with Team X” or “the city needs a new 
project to compete with City X.” To start, I propose the fol-
lowing five conditions, which must exist in order for credible 
negotiations and partnerships between stakeholders to occur.

Condition 1: The city wants the team and the 
facility

Having the franchise that serves as the anchor tenant in the 
community in the long term must be in the interests of the 
city as a whole; quite simply, the city and its residents per-
ceive themselves to be better off with the team than without 
it. If this is not the case, then the facility should only be eval-
uated in terms of its ability to attract other events that con-
tribute to the quality of life of the city and its citizens. When 
considering the public funding for a new arena to host a Na-
tional Hockey League (NHL) expansion team, the Wild, in 
2000, the lone dissenting council member in St. Paul, Minne-
sota, acknowledged the importance of hockey and an NHL 
team to his city: “‘I wish it could have been paid for privately, 
but there’s no question this is a hockey town and this thing 
can really take off,’ said St. Paul City Council Member Jer-
ry Blakey” (Brown, 2000, p. 01A). In other words, although 
not approving of the final financing plan, Blakey recognized 
the team as a civic asset; where this sentiment does not exist, 
proponents must establish the value of the venue to the com-
munity or risk receiving a lack of support.

Condition 2: The owners want to stay

The franchise’s owner(s) must genuinely want to ensure the 
viability of the team in the community in the long term, and 
are not simply leveraging the city for economic gain (i.e., 
they are not interested in relocating unless the survival of 
the franchise depends on it). If the owner is interested in pit-
ting one city against another to leverage the most favorable 
lease (and will move to the city that provides it), this signals 
that there is no interest in the broader development and the 
benefits that can be realized from it. For example, when in-
troduced as the new owner of the NFL’s Buffalo Bills, Terry 
Pegula “made it clear that alleviating the community’s con-
cern over relocation was [his family’s] primary motivation 
for buying the franchise” (Bronstein, 2014, no page). While 
some might pass this off as rhetoric, Pegula had already es-
tablished himself as a “savior” to the Buffalo Sabres’ NHL 
franchise, and invested significantly in local colleges and de-
velopment projects (Bronstein, 2014).

isolated case, nor is it limited to the United States, as another 
study we conducted found a similar reason for constructing 
new sport infrastructure in Melbourne, Australia. Melbourne 
sought to leverage sport infrastructure to host multiple events 
and franchises in order to strategically position Melbourne as 
a “sport city” (Misener & Mason, 2008).

The practical implications of this model are obvious; if the 
web of political and business elites that serves as the de facto 
management team of a city as a strategic entity supports a 
sport facility development project, it is very likely that it will 
be successful (see Friedman & Mason, 2004). Importantly, 
though, as these projects unfold and support is sought for 
them, a key is what these elites think they are getting for their 
investment, rather than what the actual impact might be. 
This is what will ultimately determine their level of support 
and, for better or worse, whether such projects end up be-
ing undertaken. For this reason, it is critical to understand 
the process whereby stakeholders coalesce around a specific 
issue, coordinate their efforts, and, in many instances, con-
vince the community to undertake such projects.

Amenities and Quality of Life

As mentioned previously, much of the research in the aca-
demic community has focused on one or more elements of 
the impacts of building sport and entertainment amenities, 
typically from the perspective of tourism development, and/
or economic impacts. Cities like Columbus, Ohio, with Na-
tionwide Arena and its surrounding Arena District, are put 
forward as exemplars of sport facilities embedded in broader 
urban development initiatives; the takeaway here is that it is 
the value of the entire development, of which the facilities 
are a component, that must be evaluated, and their value is 
in their contribution to the quality of life of residents. Thus, it 
is the cumulative effects of amenities that drive urban growth 
(Clark, 2004).

Seen in this way, amenities should not only be considered 
in terms of how they contribute to any number of specific 
outcomes (e.g., visitors, business relocations, increased prop-
erty values, etc.) but also in the context of their broader in-
fluence on quality of life: tourists want to visit areas because 
their lives are enriched as a result of visiting; business want 
to operate where their employee want to live; people want to 
live in areas that allow for ease of access to opportunities that 
includes watching and participating in leisure pursuits; and 
underprivileged groups desire opportunities within the com-
munity and to not be marginalized by projects geared toward 
attracting wealthy visitors. However, in order for a successful 
development to occur, certain conditions must be met. The 
following section outlines some basic conditions that I feel 
must be present before these projects can move forward (and 
ultimately be successful). 

Sport Facilities, Urban Infrastructure, and Quality of Life
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Building on the latter point, the cities that have been the 
most successful with sport facility-anchored development 
projects (Rosentraub, 2010) have done so by aligning the in-
terests of the public and private sector; the public wants the 
aggregation of people and economic activity in a specific area 
(typically the downtown) while the private sector wants the 
aggregation of people and economic activity in order to max-
imize revenues (through the facility and ancillary businesses 
that the team owner owns and/or controls). This would ap-
pear to be a relatively simple and effective model for some 
cities. However, in order for the projects to be more wide-
ly embraced, cities must also ensure that the development 
is articulated in terms of both the benefits and drawbacks 
associated with them. While aggregating economic activity 
in a downtown could be considered a good thing, there will 
also be negative repercussions associated with the gentrifi-
cation, noise, parking issues, and increased costs to service 
the infrastructure that will inevitably occur. The latter issues 
must all be acknowledged in order for the city to credibly 
represent the interests of its citizens. Thus, from the out-
set of negotiations, conditions such as community benefits 
agreements must be raised and considered. From the owner/
developer’s perspective, a negotiating position must be pre-
sented in terms of sustaining the long-term viability of the 
franchise in the market, not its profitability. Citizens have a 
difficult time coming to terms with the notion of subsidizing 
wealthy private interests. However, they may be more recep-
tive to an arrangement that would sustain the team in the 
city under the worst economic conditions (e.g., a devalued 
currency, high unemployment, etc.). 

Building a Successful Partnership

In addition to the conditions previously listed, the process 
of partnership building and negotiation must feature the fol-
lowing characteristics.

Acknowledgement of the role of the facility in 
the broader context of development, but not 
overselling its importance

In most cases, private sector investment is critical to the suc-
cess of large-scale, sport facility-anchored urban develop-
ment projects, and may include the team owner as a partner. 
However, there is always a certain degree of mistrust between 
the public and the owner, especially if the threat of possible 
relocation has entered into the negotiation discourse. As a re-
sult of this, I have witnessed instances in which team owners 
and management have alienated the local community by es-
pousing the need to have the team and the importance of the 
team in the community. This occurred in Edmonton, Can-
ada, during negotiations between the Oilers Entertainment 
Group (OEG), owners of the NHL team there, and the City 
of Edmonton. When it appeared that the negotiations had 

Condition 3: The facility can be packaged with 
other infrastructure needs and has a location 
that fits

With the need arising to refurbish an existing facility or build a 
new one, there are other civic infrastructure needs that can be 
bundled with the sport facility. For example, there might be a 
desire to relocate economic activity to a specific part of the city. 
Without this need/fit, satisfying the financial needs of the own-
er will not likely be enough to justify the public’s investment. In 
the case of Columbus, Ohio, the Nationwide Arena and Are-
na District was part of a much broader development project 
aimed at getting more people living in Columbus’ downtown 
core and revitalizing the arena between Columbus’ downtown 
and Ohio State University’s campus (Rosentraub, 2010).

Condition 4: The development matches the 
broader interests of the coalition/regime in  
the city

No matter how well thought out a comprehensive, arena-an-
chored urban development project might be, it will not suc-
ceed if it does not serve the broader interests of the network 
of business and political elites in the city. While one always 
sees some resistance to such projects, they will never work 
where, as a collective, elites can work together to stop a given 
project from being undertaken. Conversely, the likelihood of 
the development succeeding is almost a certainty where this 
network unanimously supports the same project. Starting in 
the early 1990s, the NFL’s Chicago Bears attempted to build 
a new stadium for their team but repeatedly faced a lack of 
support from the Chicago mayor and the competing inter-
ests of different land developers. As a result, a planned new 
stadium was not built on the city’s west side; rather, the team 
relocated to Champaign, Illinois, until its existing field was 
substantively renovated (Friedman & Mason, 2004). 

Condition 5: The owner wants a stake in the 
broader development

This is important for several key reasons. First, by linking the 
team owner to the broader development, it ensures that the 
team is more deeply embedded in the project, making the 
owner interested in the financial success of the overall project, 
and not just the facility and team. Finally, it is more likely that 
the interests of the owner and city will be aligned; for example, 
in San Diego, the Major League Baseball’s Padres and owner 
John Moores, entered into a public-private partnership with 
the City of San Diego to build a new Ballpark District through 
his company, JMI Realty. JMI was allowed to serve as master 
developer for the 26-acre area, eventually building two new 
hotels and providing other developers with opportunities in 
the area (Newman, 2006). Both the city and team owner are 
thus rewarded by increasing activity in the new district. 

Sport Facilities, Urban Infrastructure, and Quality of Life
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A transparent discussion of costs and financing 
in the context of the overall development

Any discussion of facility costs and, more importantly, the 
public’s share of these costs should not be done outside of the 
context of the overall development. This is critical for several 
reasons. First, it is more crucial to understand what bene-
fits taxpayers may be receiving, and what the total costs of 
this may be. As Long (2012) showed, many facility costs are 
obscured and underestimated; I would argue that this is par-
tially a function of too much focus on the sport facility itself 
without consideration of what other development (or ben-
efits) the facility may be stimulating. The public’s financial 
burden for the sport facility should be placed in the context 
of the development as a whole, and the total burden on tax-
payers (established by the funding model), not the relative 
share of costs borne by the city and team owner. A key is not 
to obscure the total costs that will be incurred, while also 
explaining how some of these costs will ultimately benefit the 
community. For example, the costs of extending or improv-
ing local transportation infrastructure should be attributed 
to the development, but discussed in terms of overall ben-
efits to the community. In other words, while this will pres-
ent costs as significantly higher than those forecast solely for 
the venue itself, it should allow taxpayers to understand how 
these costs will not simply benefit attendees of events that 
are held. An example of this would be the costs associated 
with the construction of the Canada Line metro rail system 
in Vancouver, built leading up to the hosting of the Olympic 
Games in 2010. The costs of that project should be linked 
directly to the hosting of the Games but also presented as an 
amenity that will serve the city for decades to come.

I would also like to point out some other important con-
siderations for communities and developers considering the 
construction of sport and entertainment venues in the future.

The media will influence public opinion, but 
cannot insult the public’s intelligence

For better or worse, sports teams and facilities remain a hot 
button issue in many communities, where it seems as though 
everyone has an opinion on the merits or drawbacks of pro-
posed projects. Thus, while there may be other urban infra-
structure developments that rival sport facility-anchored 
projects in magnitude and impact on the local community, 
few will receive the same degree of scrutiny from local me-
dia. There is a burgeoning body of literature that has exam-
ined how certain issues become prominent in media cover-
age and how arguments are expressed and framed in a way in 
order to get a certain opinion or viewpoint across to readers/
viewers/listeners (Sapotichne, 2012). My own research has 
examined this phenomenon specifically as it relates to infra-
structure construction for hosting sporting events (Sant & 
Mason, 2015) and franchises (Buist & Mason, 2010). 

reached the point where a final agreement could be made, 
OEG presented some last-minute demands timed with a trip 
by team executives to Seattle. This veiled relocation threat 
flew in the face of OEG’s position that it was helping the city 
to revitalize its downtown and was committed to keeping 
the team in Edmonton. As a result, there was a significant 
backlash within the city and the city council flatly rejected 
all of the new requests made by OEG (Bennett, 2012). Ulti-
mately, OEG and the city came to terms and an agreement 
was reached, but not before team owner Daryl Katz offered a 
public apology and went in front of the city council to plead 
his case a re-establish OEG’s credibility as a true partner in 
the project. In all honesty, while many citizens feel that hav-
ing a local sports team or a facility that can host different 
entertainment acts is ideal (in other words, having a team 
in the community is better than not having one), many resi-
dents have no desire (or cannot afford) to attend the various 
sporting events, shows, and concerts that may be held in a 
new venue. In addition, there is often a discourse of corpo-
rate welfare and, in some cases, resentment expressed toward 
the owners and the millionaire athletes that perform there. 

To be sure, citizens and political leaders do value the pres-
ence of the team, but many will only support the project once 
they understand the significance of the broader development 
and the infrastructure that will be built. For this reason, pro-
ponents of these projects must rightly point out the impor-
tance of the team and the facility that hosts it, but acknowl-
edge all of the other infrastructure and amenities that will 
come with the new development as a whole, and how it will 
impact the community. Amenities can included any number 
of other developments that are packaged within the broader 
development project, such as art galleries, performing arts 
centers, libraries, retail and office space, recreational facilities, 
and public spaces. In doing so, proponents are more likely to 
garner the support of those not interested in supporting the 
team, and/or those who are suspicious of the intentions of 
the team owner/developer. For example, community groups 
have banded together in order to get funding for different 
amenities. In one smaller Canadian city, a plebiscite for a 
new sport and entertainment arena development project was 
packaged with the construction of new recreation and cul-
tural centers; the referendum was structured so that either 
all three developments would pass or fail. As a result of this, 
different community groups with differing interests came 
together to champion all of the projects, ultimately result-
ing in the construction of all three (Carey & Mason, 2014). 
From a practical perspective, it might be in the interests of 
proponents of sport and entertainment venues to align with 
other interest groups in order to argue for the construction 
of multiple amenities that will have a broader impact on the 
community as a whole, and be more likely to receive support.
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in which they play. For this reason, local governments must 
be wary of justifications that draw upon the need for teams to 
compete with one another; leagues are, by design, organized 
in a manner that any one individual team cannot dominate in 
the long term (as this would hurt the league as a whole) by im-
plementing measures that ideally lead to competitive balance 
among teams (e.g., amateur drafts, salary caps and luxury tax-
es, and restrictions on player mobility). From a practical per-
spective, franchises should limit the arguments made for the 
need to have a new facility in terms of competition with other 
clubs, as this only underscores the profit-maximizing aims of 
the team, and the monopolistic practices of the leagues. Cer-
tainly, a case could be made that free-agent players might pre-
fer to play in a new facility, but to imply that teams (in a league 
that places teams in markets where they do not compete with 
one another and extensively shares revenues) are economically 
competing with one another is disingenuous. 

There are several practical implications of avoiding such 
rhetoric in negotiations. First, the public has become increas-
ingly sophisticated in understanding the political economy of 
sports league operations and their unique characteristics, and 
such arguments may alienate fans. Second, there is a body of 
academic literature that debunks some of the claims made by 
team owners regarding the structure of their businesses (e.g., 
arguments that increasing player mobility leads to a lack of 
parity or that player salaries drive ticket prices). Thus, making 
claims about the need for a new arena to compete with other 
teams would only provide ammunition for those opposed to 
facility development to falsify the claims made by team own-
ers. Finally, focusing on team competitiveness (and not broader 
quality of life benefits) only places the spotlight on team oper-
ations, which tends to focus on the profits of owners and high 
salaries of players. At the end of the day, gaining support from 
non-fans will only come from a greater understanding of the 
broader benefits that a team or facility brings to the community.

On the flip side, cities must be wary of being caught up in 
the discourse of inter-urban competition, where iconic ar-
chitecture and tourist bubbles become signals of status for 
cities. Thus, although there is a very real competition be-
tween cities for people and investment, this argument will 
not resonate with local taxpayers more focused on day-to-
day issues that cities face. Another way to look at this is to 
consider the groups that a new urban infrastructure devel-
opment project caters to: wealthy, mobile, educated tourists 
and (potential) residents. Thus, although attracting and re-
taining these people is critical to the long-term growth and 
viability of a city or region, these development projects can 
be seen as exclusive, segregating, and pandering to a “visitor 
class” (Eisinger, 2000). And although potential increases in 
consumption, real-estate values, and economic activity may 
eventually increase a city’s tax base, which can ultimately be 
used to help other city needs, in the meantime there can be a 
perception that projects simply serve as playgrounds for the 

As media coverage has focused increasingly on the finan-
cial issues associated with facility development, the public 
has also developed a more sophisticated understanding of 
the benefits and drawbacks of these projects. For this reason, 
proponents of the projects must not make grandiose promis-
es about job creation and significant economic impacts that 
are unlikely to occur. Similarly, proponents should be wary 
that the general public is not likely to get swept up in the dra-
ma of the possible loss of the local sports franchise. Where 
the media presents these issues in this light, it is more likely 
that the public will become alienated from, rather than sup-
portive of, the development.

Overall, there has been a trend toward using intangible 
benefit arguments as opposed to making economic impact 
arguments. There are likely two overarching reasons for this. 
First, independent economic analysis has refuted claims that 
having a new arena will have a positive economic impact on 
a city or region. Second, it may be that proponents use intan-
gible arguments because they are more difficult to debunk.

It is the intangible benefits that will, if anything, 
justify the public investment

Scholars have shown that having a team/facility in a commu-
nity does confer intangible benefits to residents of the cities 
that host them. Unfortunately, the bargaining leverage that 
teams possess often results in a public subsidy that far ex-
ceeds these benefits. Thus, cities considering these projects 
must disassociate the teams that play in the arenas from the 
projects themselves, and rather view them as opportunities 
to aggregate people in areas of interest to the development of 
the city as a whole. In other words, publicly funding a facility 
to keep a team owner happy is not the same as leveraging the 
facilities to access upwards of 2 million spectators in a spe-
cific area of the city, just as the intangible value of the local 
sports team is not the same as the value citizens place on the 
vibrancy of an area of the city that includes the arena. 

The Fallacy of Competition and Competitors

When sports franchises look to exact subsidies from local 
communities, they often invoke notions of competition and 
the need to stay ahead of other league clubs. For example, facil-
ities need to feature amenities that allow franchises to compete 
with other teams in the league. These arguments have worked 
their way into lease language, where cities must upgrade or 
replace facilities if they are no longer considered to be “state 
of the art.” This begs the question: where is the competition? 
Certainly teams within the same league compete on the field 
of play (and in acquiring players to perform); however, there 
is very little to suggest that they compete in any other capacity, 
given collusive league rules and regulations. A luxurious facil-
ity only assists other league clubs, who can then benchmark 
these facilities in their own negotiations with the communities 
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wealthy, where rich tourists and residents aggregate and mil-
lionaire players and billionaire owners reap the profits. 

Conclusion

Cities throughout North America continue to consider these 
developments. Given that many of the claims that have been 
made over the value of such developments have historically 
been overstated and/or inaccurate, I feel that in considering 
the issues I have discussed in this article, cities are more like-
ly to ensure that these projects can deliver positive benefits in 
their respective communities and ultimately make a mean-
ingful contribution to the city in a way that can help to justify 
the public’s investment in them. Similarly, facility and team 
owners are more likely to garner support for their projects 
by embedding the facility in the broader urban context in 
which they operate. However, it is important to note that in 
some cases, particularly in cities that do not carefully inte-
grate the development into a broader strategy that positively 
influences the quality of life of citizens (and not just event pa-
trons), there may not be a credible argument for engaging in 
the projects at all. This is because in the absence of creating 
positive value for residents, cities will only be engaging in a 
zero-sum competition to attract people and investment that 
will be largely determined by the other facilities built, and 
subsidies offered, elsewhere.
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Social media use is increasingly common among elite ath-
letes, who often maintain their own Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, Snapchat, or YouTube accounts in order to mar-
ket themselves and communicate with stakeholders. Several 
researchers have identified potential benefits for athletes who 
engage in social media use, including control over the infor-
mation shared about themselves (Lebel & Danylchuk, 2012), 
building their personal brand and developing brand equity 
(Parmentier & Fischer, 2012), and developing and maintain-
ing relationships with fans, sponsors, and potential sponsors 
(Hambrick & Kang, 2015). 

While professional athletes competing in leagues such as 
the National Basketball Association (NBA), Women’s Na-
tional Basketball Association (WNBA), National Football 
League (NFL), or Major League Baseball (MLB) often en-
gage in social media use, they also benefit from additional 
marketing and publicity efforts from their respective teams 
or leagues, whereas in a study I conducted in 2013 I found 
that elite Olympic sport athletes (e.g., cycling, figure skating, 
gymnastics, snowboarding, track and field) rely more heavily 
on their own personal efforts to promote themselves since 
they do not receive mainstream media attention on a regu-
lar basis. These athletes must work especially hard to market 
themselves in non-Olympic years when the general public is 
not as focused on their competitions. Therefore, in this pa-
per I focus on those elite Olympic sport athletes who do not 
benefit from organizational or media exposure to the same 
extent as most professional team/league athletes. What can 
they do to develop their own brand?

In a study I recently published with my colleague Lauren 
Burch we propose these Olympic athletes’ national govern-
ing bodies (NGBs) of sport have the opportunity to assist 
athletes in developing their personal brand by educating 
them on effective social media practices. 
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velop a personal brand on social media that brought out sim-
ilar personality characteristics in their fans. In 2015, Clavio 
and I analyzed Olympic and professional athletes’ Facebook 
pages and, like Pegoraro, encouraged athletes to use social 
media as a way to promote their sponsors to a greater extent. 
The research revealed that the athletes’ sponsor-related posts 
received similar engagement in terms of likes and comments 
as those posts not mentioning sponsors. The authors con-
cluded that fans and followers were not turned off by spon-
sor-related posts. 

While the research in the previous paragraph focused on 
sponsor-related content and securing sponsorships, scholars 
have also made several suggestions for athletes in terms of 
the other types of content they should post on social media. 
Clavio and I found that when athletes posted content cre-
ated by someone else, such as a link to an article or a video 
that the athlete him/herself did not create, it was less pop-
ular among fans than when they posted their own textual 
messages, pictures, or videos. We encouraged athletes to post 
their own original content in order to gain maximum en-
gagement in terms of likes, comments, and shares. Similarly, 
in an examination of Olympic athletes’ Instagram content, 
Burch and I found in 2016 that certain types of photos or 
posting strategies were more successful in eliciting engage-
ment. We recommended that athletes post more photos from 
their business life (i.e., pictures relating to their sport), as the 
athletes who didn’t post many of these types of photos were 
potentially missing out on opportunities to promote greater 
engagement with their followers and build a more successful 
personal brand. Additionally, we encouraged athletes to post 
a wider mix of photo types, as the athletes who used that 
strategy were more successful in terms of engagement than 
those who favored one type of photo over other types.

Finally, beyond a focus on specific content, scholars have 
touched on the consequences—both positive and negative—
that athletes face with regard to their social media personas. 
In 2012, Lebel and Danylchuk stated that athletes are trained 
to compete in their sport, yet they are also held to a high 
standard on social media despite the fact that they are not 
trained public relations professionals. While this may seem 
like an unfair expectation to place on Olympic athletes, it is 
their reality in today’s social media-saturated world. In their 
2014 study, focused on athletes’ Twitter profile pictures, Leb-
el and Danylchuk explained that there is no margin for error 
in social media posts and once content has been posted, the 
athlete cannot take it back. They said that the graphic nature 
of photos leaves this type of content open to interpretation by 
audiences and that athletes must “take a moment to consider 
all possible interpretations of their online publications before 
they upload them for the world to see” (p. 332). 

In terms of the strategic management of social media, Leb-
el and Danylchuk stressed the importance of a fit between 
three elements of an athlete’s social media presence: profile 
content, profile photos, and the athlete’s brand. They said that 

Unfortunately, despite the progress in academic research 
in the area of social media, there is very little information 
that can directly assist sport organizations such as NGBs to 
develop these educational tools for their athletes. Therefore, 
the purpose of this paper was to develop a social media strat-
egy guide that sport organizations could use to assist their 
athletes in developing such social media strategies, or that 
athletes could also use without the assistance of an organi-
zation. The guide, presented later in this paper, was designed 
to be holistic in the sense that it does not focus on one single 
social media outlet, but instead assists athletes in first un-
derstanding why they are using social media in relation to 
their careers and what they hope to achieve from using it. 
The guide then allows them to determine the specific social 
media outlets that are most appropriate for achieving their 
social media goals and how they can best achieve those goals 
through the content they post. Social media is ever-chang-
ing, and while the most popular outlets in the US at the 
time this paper was written included Facebook, YouTube, 
Reddit, Twitter, and Instagram (Statista, 2016a), these will 
likely change as new outlets emerge and/or as older outlets 
become less popular. By developing a strategy guide that al-
lows athletes to first set goals and then determine the most 
appropriate outlet(s) for achieving those goals, this guide 
will not become outdated as the popularity of different so-
cial media outlets changes. This guide will be beneficial not 
only for sport management scholars who have long hinted 
at the need for such a strategy template, but also for sport 
organizations such as NGBs or National Olympic Commit-
tees (NOCs) who can adopt the strategy guide for use with 
their athletes and potentially develop more comprehensive 
social media strategy education programs for their athletes. 
The guide will also be highly relevant to individuals in the 
entertainment industry who do not receive a great deal of 
mainstream media attention or social media guidance from 
a management team or talent agency, such as early-career ac-
tors, musicians, or artists. 

Strategic Social Media Use

One of the first studies to examine athletes’ social media use 
was Pegoraro’s analysis of 49 athletes’ tweets in 2010. One of 
the major findings was that the athletes were not utilizing 
Twitter as a potential marketing tool, and the author stated 
that athletes could use Twitter as a means by which to pro-
mote their sponsors’ products. Similar findings and recom-
mendations were made by other scholars in later examina-
tions of athletes’ social media content. Burch and colleagues 
studied Olympic athlete tweets in 2014, and acknowledged 
that these athletes might experience heightened financial op-
portunities throughout their careers (e.g., sponsorships and 
endorsements). In terms of securing these financially lucra-
tive opportunities, they suggested that the athletes should de-
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ond, the athletes I interviewed did not feel that their NGBs 
provided them with useful information or training regarding 
social media use. For example, one of the athletes, an elite 
synchronized swimmer, said she recalled a line in her nation-
al team contract advising her to present herself well and to 
remember that she was representing the NGB in her online 
posts, but “there was no type of training or anything like that 
at all.” Although NGB social media education was not a cen-
tral focus of my interviews, similar comments emerged from 
all of the athletes participating. This finding, along with the 
fact that none of the athletes reported using social media in 
a strategic manner, underscored the need to develop a social 
media strategy guide that can be used by elite Olympic ath-
letes as well as others in entertainment professions such as 
music artists and performance artists.

Social Media Strategy Guide

Based on my own work consisting of analyses of athletes’ 
social media posts on a variety of platforms, analyses of or-
ganizations’ social media strategies, and my yet-to-be pub-
lished work relating to athletes’ perceptions of social media 
as a marketing communication tool, along with the work of 
other sport management scholars who have researched the 
topic of athletes’ social media use, I compiled the following 
seven-step social media strategy guide to assist elite athletes 
in effectively and strategically using social media.

Step One: Determine What You’re Trying to 
Achieve

Just as athletes set sport performance goals in their athletic 
careers, the foundation of a successful social media strate-
gy rests on goal-setting. Without setting goals for what one 
wishes to achieve through social media use, an athlete’s social 
media posts will lack direction and focus. As the remaining 
six steps of this strategy guide are explained, it will become 
quite apparent that goals are necessary in order for the rest of 
the strategy to be achievable. 

While this step sounds fairly simple, athletes should take 
as much time as they need to give thoughtful consideration 
to the question, “What am I trying to achieve via social me-
dia use relating to my career?” There is no magic number 
of goals that athletes should set for their social media use. 
Although I will provide some examples of goals that some 
athletes might consider, keep in mind that goals should be 
individualized to the specific athlete and what he or she is 
trying to achieve. 

Some sample goals might include:
•	 To	increase	awareness	of	my	athletic	career	and	achieve-

ments among potential sponsors.
•	 To	develop	a	greater	fan	following	in	certain	geographic	

regions or among specific demographic groups.

although it can be difficult or time-consuming to strategical-
ly align these three elements, doing so will result in “far more 
positive perceptions associated with their name” (p. 332). 
Often as the face of an NGB or NOC, athletes should receive 
assistance in developing a brand image that leaves long-term 
positive impressions.

While no known research has focused specifically on ath-
letes’ strategic management of their social media presence, 
two recent studies examined social media strategy from an 
organizational perspective. In 2013, I studied the use of so-
cial media by NGBs and found that employees of these orga-
nizations valued social media as a marketing communication 
tool and were open to using social media as a means by which 
to achieve their organization’s goals. However, I also found 
that NGBs did not formally assess or evaluate their social 
media use at the time of the study, and put a call to that end. 
I phrased it as: “NGBs should develop social media strategies 
with clear and measurable goals, and assess these goals pe-
riodically in order to get the most out of their social media 
use” (p. 495). This sentiment was echoed in a study I con-
ducted with Thompson, Martin, and Gee in 2014, in which 
we analyzed a New Zealand-based NGB’s efforts to develop 
and maintain a social media strategy. We noted that one of 
the biggest challenges organizations face in developing a so-
cial media strategy is determining how to measure their per-
formance and success. Performance metrics must be linked 
to objectives and we argued that because some social media 
objectives “could not be readily monetized it was difficult to 
relate these to return on investment” (p. 54). Therefore, the 
organization we studied used return on objective (ROO) to 
measure whether or not an objective was met. Additional 
insights from this study that are transferrable from organi-
zational social media strategies to those of athletes included 
the importance of engagement metrics on social media posts, 
such as likes, comments, and shares. These metrics are more 
important than an organization’s total number of social me-
dia followers, as “engaged fans are more likely to develop a 
long lasting relationship with the organisation” (p. 56). 

Although previous sport management literature called for 
athletes to use social media in a more strategic manner, and 
researchers have begun to examine organizational social me-
dia from a strategic management standpoint, no known liter-
ature has highlighted the need for strategic social media use 
or education from the athletes’ perspectives. When I recently 
conducted a yet-to-be-published study on athletes’ percep-
tions of social media as a marketing communication tool, 
two findings stood out in relation to social media strategy 
and the need to create a guide for athletes. First, none of the 
six elite Olympic athletes with whom I conducted in-depth 
interviews said that they had an actual strategy when it came 
to their social media use. This was in contrast to the findings 
of several content analyses of athletes’ social media accounts 
in which authors made assumptions about the strategies that 
athletes attempted to use with their social media posts. Sec-
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dislikes) characteristics that are common among the target 
audiences? 

An important step in this process is to also determine 
on which social media outlets the target audiences are most 
active. This will help athletes to ensure that they eventual-
ly select the most appropriate social media outlet(s) to use 
in order to reach their target audiences. For example, if the 
athlete is a field hockey player who hosts her own summer 
clinics for teen girls ages 14–18 in the San Francisco Bay area, 
and her goal is to drive traffic to her personal website in or-
der to increase enrollment in the clinics, this athlete would 
want to make sure that she was active on social media outlets 
popular among 14–18-year-old girls in California. Accord-
ing to Statista (2016b), the most widely used social media 
outlets among US teenagers as of February 2016 were Snap-
chat (72% of Internet-using teens), Facebook (68%), and In-
stagram (66%). In contrast, only 36% of teens were active on 
Twitter, and only 27% used Pinterest, so these would likely 
not be the best outlets to achieve the aforementioned goal. 

As can be seen from the previous example, this entire step 
will require the athlete to do a bit of research on his or her 
target audiences to ensure that the target group profiles are 
as accurate as possible, and that the social media habits of the 
target audiences are understood. 

Step Three: Develop an Understanding of What 
Your Competitors Are Doing

One of the best ways to discover new strategies for one’s own 
social media use is by analyzing what successful competitors 
are doing. Of course, this requires athletes to understand 
who their “competitors” are on social media. Most likely, 
these are other athletes competing in the same sport, or they 
might also be athletes who compete in other sports and have 
a great deal of success on social media. Analyzing a competi-
tor’s social media use can help an athlete to understand what 
works and what does not. It is important to try to examine 
athletes who are similar or slightly more advanced than one-
self in terms of their national or international competition 
experience, fan following, and sponsorships. For example, if 
a nationally ranked wrestler with approximately 5,000 fol-
lowers on his social media accounts is developing his social 
media strategy, he would be wise to analyze the social media 
accounts of similar athletes who also compete at a national 
level, or some who have just recently competed internation-
ally for the first time, and not the accounts of international 
superstars like Michael Phelps or Usain Bolt. While those 
athletes are very successful on social media in terms of their 
number of followers, they likely have much different goals 
for their social media use than the nationally ranked wrestler 
and would not provide a useful comparison. Additionally, 
our research demonstrates that the most popular athletes on 
social media in terms of number of followers are often not 
as successful in terms of engagement metrics than athletes 

•	 To	increase	awareness	of	and	traffic	to	my	personal	web-
site.

•	 To	develop	a	specific	type	of	public	image.
While the sample goals listed are mostly generic or vague, 

athletes should aim to write their goals in a way that is 
deemed SMART: specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, 
and timely. In terms of being specific, I will use the last goal 
listed as an example. The goal says, “To develop a specific 
type of public image.” To make this goal more specific, one 
athlete might write it as, “To develop a public image as a pos-
itive, bubbly, funny, and wholesome athlete” whereas another 
athlete might say, “To develop a public image as an indepen-
dent, outspoken athlete against doping who will not conform 
to the status quo.” The specific image must be determined by 
the athlete him/herself.

The next step in setting SMART goals is to ensure that the 
goal is measurable. How might athletes measure whether 
their public image matches the goal image they’ve set? This 
might involve the use of surveys to ask fans which words 
come to mind when they think of the athletes (measuring 
brand associations), and while the athletes could conduct 
some simple polls or surveys with their followers, it might 
be best for them to employ the assistance of their NGB or an 
independent social media consultant for this step. Another 
example of a measurable goal would be to take the generic 
goal listed above, “To increase awareness of and traffic to my 
personal website” and revise it to a more specific and mea-
surable goal. One new visitor per month would indicate an 
“increase,” so the athlete must decide how much of an in-
crease would be an attainable and realistic goal (the third and 
fourth steps in setting SMART goals). With that in mind, this 
goal might be rewritten as, “To increase awareness of and 
traffic to my personal website to the extent that I experience 
a 5% increase in new visitors within the next two months.” 
This example also includes the fifth element of SMART goals, 
timely. By stating that the increase should occur within the 
next two months means that the athlete has set a time period 
for achieving the goal.

Step Two: Determine Your Intended Audience(s) 
for Social Media

Athletes will likely have multiple audiences they’re trying to 
reach via social media. For example, some of these audienc-
es include fans, family, friends, sponsors, potential sponsors, 
their NGB, and members of the media. Once an athlete has 
set his or her goals for using social media, the most import-
ant target groups for that specific athlete should become 
more apparent. After the most important target groups re-
lating to each goal have been identified, the athlete should 
write down as many details about each group as possible. For 
example, are there specific demographic (e.g., age, gender, 
race, education level, income, geographic location) or psy-
chographic (e.g., values, opinions, attitudes, interests, likes/
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for fans focused on the book and testing some of the recipes. 
Her secondary messaging strategy appeared to relate to her 
own personal running activities, such as light-hearted posts 
about her workouts, running partners, and the beautiful 
scenery she saw during her runs. The posts relating to her 
book never appeared to be sales promotions or marketing 
messages, so it is likely that she attempted to follow a messag-
ing style of subtly promoting the book by showing how it fit 
into her everyday life. She also appeared to have a messaging 
style of engaging with followers, as she sometimes re-post-
ed follower content that related to her book. While Flana-
gan has never made her social media goals public, it seems 
safe to say that in 2016 they most likely related to generating 
awareness and sales for her book and connecting with fellow 
runners and her fans.

Step Five: Choose Your Outlets

Once a broad messaging strategy has been determined, ath-
letes should decide which social media outlets are right for 
them personally, and which ones will allow them to accom-
plish their goals from Step One. If an athlete is unfamiliar 
with certain social media outlets, the athlete should spend as 
much time as possible using them to better understand how 
they can be used most effectively. For example, several ath-
letes now use Snapchat, but for someone who has never used 
it, this platform could be quite intimidating. In this case, it is 
in an athlete’s best interest to create an account on which he 
or she can test the platform with members of a management 
team or close friends or family before launching an official 
account and promoting it to all of the athlete’s stakeholders. 
It is important for athletes to keep in mind that the chan-
nels, or outlets, they choose to use should be done so because 
they are best for reaching the target audiences and achieving 
their unique social media goals. They should not use outlets 
just because other athletes are doing so, and should remem-
ber that social media can be a time-consuming endeavor, so 
dedicating their limited time to a smaller number of outlets 
and using those effectively could yield better results than 
attempting to develop accounts on every possible platform. 
In determining the most appropriate outlets to use, athletes 
should consider which social media platforms their target 
audiences are using, which platforms their similar compet-
itors are using, and what type of content they will post most 
often. For example, if an athlete does not plan on posting 
many pictures, using Snapchat or Instagram is probably not 
the best idea. Instead, Twitter or Facebook might provide 
platforms on which the athlete could share several text-based 
posts.

Step Six: Build a Content Plan

The next step in this social media strategy guide is to build 
a content plan. Athletes should keep in mind that their con-
tent should align with their key messages determined in Step 

with smaller fan followings, and engagement is what leads to 
stronger relationships with stakeholders.

After developing a short list of four to six similar athletes 
who the athlete deems to be successful or effective in their 
social media use, the athlete can begin to further analyze the 
competitors. First, the athlete should simply find out what 
social media outlets the competitors use. Next, the athlete 
should study the competitors’ content. This is a multi-step 
process that can be as simple or complex as the athlete would 
like, although the more data that can be gathered on com-
petitors, the more knowledge that can be gained to assist 
in creating one’s own strategy. Analyzing competitors’ con-
tent can include things like understanding the tone of their 
posts, determining what types of cultural references they use 
in their content, the primary foci of their posts (e.g., their 
sport, personal lives, etc.), the type of content posted (e.g., 
pictures, videos, links, textual updates), and finally, athletes 
should attempt to analyze their competitors’ content engage-
ment levels. The last step involves examining the number 
of likes, comments, retweets, shares, and other engagement 
measures depending on the social media platform. This will 
help the athlete to determine which of the competitors’ con-
tent strategies seem to be most effective in eliciting responses 
and engagement from followers.

Step Four: Develop Your Key Types of Messages

The fourth step in developing an effective social media strat-
egy is to determine the broad types of messages that the ath-
lete believes will be appealing to his or her target audienc-
es and will help to achieve the goals set in Step One. These 
might also be thought of as “themes” for the messages. For 
example, if the athlete noticed his or her competitors seemed 
to be successful when including humor in their posts, the 
athlete could also try to find ways to include humor, although 
the athlete must remember that it should be his or her own 
personal type of humor. If a competitor is successful using 
slapstick humor, but the athlete developing the strategy tends 
to be more sarcastic, the athlete should find ways to include 
sarcasm in his or her posts. As Lebel and Danylchuk advised, 
athletes should attempt to create a fit between their content 
and their brand or personality. When developing their key 
message types, athletes should remember to use their com-
petitors as a guide, but to always create original messages 
that are unique to them and will set them apart. 

An example of an athlete who appears to have a clear social 
media message strategy is four-time Olympian and distance 
runner Shalane Flanagan. In the summer of 2016, just before 
the Rio Olympic Games, Flanagan co-authored a cook book 
titled Run Fast, Eat Slow. Before and after the Games, her 
social media accounts (specifically Instagram and Twitter) 
focused almost exclusively on messages relating to the cook 
book, such as her experiences using recipes from it, photos of 
her family eating meals from the book, and in-person events 
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Therefore, it is extremely important to ensure that content 
is proofread and/or reviewed thoroughly, and the potential 
consequences of every post are taken into account before the 
content is posted. 

Step Seven: Evaluate Your Social Media Use

In Step One of this social media guide, athletes developed 
SMART goals for their social media use. As noted, each of 
these should have a time element attached to it. It is import-
ant for athletes to make a note of their self-imposed dead-
lines for each goal and to evaluate the goal when the time-
frame has come to a close. In our research, we stressed the 
importance of evaluating social media use, as this can assist 
athletes in determining to what extent they achieved their 
goals and in determining what goals and strategies to employ 
as a result. Goals can either be revised or new goals can be 
set depending on the results of the athlete’s evaluation and 
circumstances. 

In order to keep track of engagement trends over time, 
athletes are encouraged to pay attention to the free metrics 
that some social media platforms offer. For example, Face-
book offers Page Insights, which provides demographic in-
formation on followers, engagement metrics for every post 
made on the athlete’s page, and information such as which 
days of the week or which time of day followers are most 
active. This can help the athlete better determine a posting 
strategy to ensure that followers see the athlete’s posts. Twit-
ter also offers free analytics to its users with information such 
as the increase or decline in followers, most popular posts, 
engagement metrics with posts, and demographics on fol-
lowers. Additionally, third-party applications such as Simply 
Measured offer free analytics tools for several social media 
outlets, providing page/account statistics and individual post 
performances.

Finally, while the engagement metrics and data can be fun 
to view, it is important that the athletes use this information 
strategically. That is, they should not just look at their metrics 
and continue using social media the same way they always 
have. Instead, they should use these metrics to assist them in 
creating new goals, revising current goals, and determining 
new strategies such as post frequency, specific days or times 
to post content, and potentially the messaging strategies 
they’re using and the type of content they post.

Conclusion

Social media provides a means by which elite Olympic ath-
letes and others (e.g., actors, musicians, entertainers) can build 
their personal brand, solicit sponsorships, engage with stake-
holders, and extend their fan followings. In order to maximize 
the potential benefits social media offers, these individuals 
must view social media from a strategic perspective and learn 
to use it in a strategic manner. The seven-step social media 

Four and should relate to the goals set in Step One. Athletes 
are encouraged to include a variety of content that is appro-
priate to their messages. For example, instead of posting only 
textual updates, they should attempt to post photos, videos, 
links, and infographics where appropriate.

In order to generate engagement from followers, and 
therefore draw more attention to their posts, athletes should 
actively attempt to elicit engagement from fans/followers. 
For example, if an athlete posts a picture of her/himself 
during a workout, instead of just describing the workout in 
the caption, the athlete could also ask a question after the 
description to elicit comments from followers such as, “What 
was your workout today?” An athlete who exhibits this strat-
egy is two-time Olympic gymnast Aly Raisman. She often 
asks her Instagram followers questions in the captions to her 
photos. For example, prior to the 2016 Olympics she created 
a line of socks called “Feat by Aly.” A post from July 11, 2016, 
encouraged followers to “Check out #FeatbyAly online and 
let me know which patriot sock we should create next!!!” Ad-
ditionally, she encouraged her followers to post pictures of 
themselves wearing their Feat by Aly socks. She then chose a 
small number of fan photos and reposted them, another en-
gagement strategy used by some athletes to develop stronger 
relationships with their fans.

Athletes should attempt to post original content on each 
social media platform on which they are active and should 
avoid posting the exact same content to all outlets. Even if 
an athlete wants to post the same photo on Instagram, Face-
book, and Twitter, he or she should try to provide a bit of va-
riety by changing the caption for the photo on each platform 
and ensuring that the message fits with the specific outlet on 
which the photo is posted. For example, many people use 
multiple hashtags on Instagram, but hashtags on Facebook 
are not as commonly used. Therefore, if an athlete posts the 
same photo to both platforms, he or she should remove the 
hashtags from the caption before posting to Facebook. 

In order to be successful on social media, athletes must 
note the importance of posting content consistently. Athletes 
are strongly encouraged to develop a posting schedule that 
they can realistically follow. The posting schedule should en-
sure that fresh content is delivered to followers on a regular 
basis. It is understandable that there may be certain times 
of year when there is more content available to post, such 
as during competitions, but athletes should develop their 
strategy in such a way that they continue to post year-round, 
noting that their goals may change depending on what time 
of year it is, and therefore their content and posting schedule 
may change during these times as well.

Finally, heeding the warnings and advice of Lebel and 
Danylchuk (2012, 2014) relating to the benefits and con-
sequences of social media posts, athletes should always re-
member that whatever they post has the potential to be seen 
by thousands of people and that their content builds their 
own personal brand in the minds of fans and stakeholders. 
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strategy guide presented in this paper was designed with these 
individuals in mind. From a practical standpoint, it allows ath-
letes and entertainers alike to develop an ongoing social media 
strategy that can be tailored as necessary to successfully set 
and achieve social media goals. It also provides a guide that 
NGBs and other organizations can use to guide and assist their 
athletes or stakeholders in developing a social media strategy. 
From an academic standpoint, it is important to extend the 
line of research that the scholars cited throughout this article 
have developed in order to better understand strategic social 
media use from the content producers’ (e.g., athletes and en-
tertainers) perspectives. Additionally, future research on orga-
nizations’ resources for athletes or entertainers in developing 
social media strategies would be beneficial in understanding 
whether organizations such as NGBs begin to provide greater 
support to their athletes in this area.
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Starting in 2010, we have dedicated ourselves to gaining 
a deeper understanding of environmental sustainability 

in the sport and entertainment (S&E) industry, as we view it 
as one of the most paramount challenges facing our indus-
try in the 21st century. From waste management to carbon 
emissions, the S&E industry has a considerable environ-
mental impact. Such events in the S&E can range from small 
community-based concert series or 5k runs to large-scale, 
one-time events like college football games at the University 
of Michigan that attract more than 107,000 spectators, and 
multi-day mega-events like the 2016 Rio Summer Olympics, 
which hosted more than 500,000 foreign travelers. Events 
like these have to plan to minimize the environmental impact 
of their participants’ and attendees’ resource consumption 
(e.g., energy and water), waste generation (e.g., recycling, 
compost, and landfill), and carbon generation through trav-
el (e.g., air, auto, and mass transit) among other detrimental 
environmental impacts.

Environmental sustainability efforts among S&E organi-
zations and venues have become a complex consideration 
that requires a sophisticated implementation process, as 
demonstrated by a recent review in 2016 of the practice in 
the sport management industry by McCullough and his col-
leagues Pfahl and Nguyen. We have learned that organiza-
tional and venue professionals must be mindful of the way 
they organize and convey their environmental initiatives to 
stakeholders to ensure their buy-in and compliance with sus-
tainability initiatives, as McCullough discussed in a recent 
article in 2015. Further, organizations must balance the per-
spectives of various stakeholder groups, some of which do 
not necessarily have the same attitudes or level of interest 
in environmental sustainability. To this end, S&E organiza-
tions may experience increased social or societal pressures 
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to implement environmental initiatives, a phenomenon Mc-
Cullough reviewed with Cunningham in 2010. From a func-
tional standpoint, as reviewed by Trail in 2016, sport orga-
nizations are put to task to implement, execute, and manage 
a wide array of environmental initiatives such as establish-
ing an organization-wide environmental policy, developing 
a waste management program, utilizing renewable energy, 
installing tracking systems, creating new procurement pol-
icies, and promoting environmentally responsible behaviors 
of employees, players, and spectators among many others.

In a recent article in Sport & Entertainment Review, Kel-
lison and McCullough (2016) proposed there will be growth 
of sustainable practices among S&E entities such as sport 
facilities, concert venues, performing arts theaters, and con-
vention centers, to name a few. This growth would be inevi-
tably affected by evolving social norms and attitudes towards 
sustainability. As knowledge and awareness of environmen-
tal issues increase, current environmental programs may not 
satisfy stakeholders’ expectations and when that happens, 
the S&E organization’s commitments to environmental sus-
tainability may be questioned. Thus, as time progresses, S&E 
organizations will have to find ways to increase the effec-
tiveness of existing programs and/or develop new ones that 
are legitimate and worthwhile. For example, concert tours 
generate a tremendous amount of waste. Individual tours 
organizers can take steps to reduce their landfill waste, but 
individual tours can only so do much with the resources they 
have in hand. Therefore, many organizations are searching 
for partners who can support their efforts. 

Comprehensive partnerships are necessary to further 
improve and expand waste management initiatives, which 
inspired Jack Johnson to work with partners and create Sus-
tainable Concerts Working Group (see http://gogreennotes.
com; Cohen, 2015). Likewise, music festivals, like Bonnaroo, 
reduced their environmental impacts through a partnership 
with the Plastic Pollution Coalition and Steelys Drinkware. 
This partnership resulted in the creation of the Clean Vibes 
program that increased the recovery rate by 67%, or 200 
tons, of waste from diversion to a landfill (Bonnaroo, 2015). 
As Trendafilova and her colleagues uncovered in 2014, small 
organizations with a recycling program in place are limited 
to the scope of environmental initiatives due to inadequate 
organizational resources. In cases like this, it is imperative 
to seek partnerships and alliances to compensate for limited 
resources and lack of environmental expertise. This is espe-
cially applicable to event managers of small communities in 
charge of hosting local events such as fall festivals or other 
cultural and entertainment type of events.

It has to be noted that environmental sustainability is gen-
erally beyond the expertise of in-house personnel, further-
ing the need for partnerships. As demonstrated previously, 
S&E professionals turn to outside organizations with more 
experience in creating, implementing, and managing envi-
ronmental sustainability initiatives by establishing strategic 

alliances to achieve results like the Clean Vibes program. 
Strategic alliances grow in popularity across many industries 
to bolster “entry into new markets, the acquisition and ex-
change of skills, and the acquisition of institutional legitima-
cy” (Dacin, Oliver, & Roy, 2007, p. 169). Strategic alliances 
are commonly referred to as short- or long-term voluntary 
relationships between two organizations concerning one or 
more areas of activity (i.e., environmental sustainability). 
Both organizations benefit from such arrangements based 
on the assistance (e.g., expertise, human resources, access, 
etc.) provided by each respective organization. These rela-
tionships lead to deeper commitments and more meaningful 
sustainability programs, as Rondinelli and London found in 
2003, because of the level of sophistication environmental 
groups can provide to S&E organizations and personnel that 
they may not otherwise possess. The most commonly used 
partnerships and alliances among S&E organizations are cor-
porate sponsorship (e.g., Delta Airlines and AEG; GigaTerra 
and Seattle Mariners), endorsements (e.g., ISO, LEED cer-
tification, Council for Responsible Sport), task forces (e.g., 
green committees), and green alliances (e.g., Greenpeace 
and 2000 Sydney Summer Olympic Games; NRDC and the 
NHL). Strategic alliances can range from simplistic relation-
ships such as volunteering with environmental organizations 
to more sophisticated exchange of data and business prac-
tices between partners (i.e., S&E organizations/venues and 
environmental groups). Further, they can include large-scale 
organizations or events (e.g., Olympic Games, Oscars, Fourth 
of July celebrations) as well as smaller or regional events (e.g., 
conventional halls, local triathlon competitions, collegiate 
athletics). For example, in 2010 the first author reviewed the 
partnership between the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games and 
Greenpeace Australia. To validate their sustainability efforts, 
the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games partnered with Greenpeace 
Australia to recommend business practices to increase their 
environmental performance and to conduct a third-party 
environmental audit of environmental initiatives during the 
Summer Olympics.

While the review of McCullough with Kellison (2016) 
in this journal mentioned the importance of these allianc-
es, they did not provide details as to how strategic alliances 
can benefit S&E organizations. To this end, the purpose of 
this paper is to stress the importance of strategic alliances 
to S&E professionals and practitioners as found in work we 
completed. The paper begins with an introduction to frame 
the importance of strategic alliances as a component to an 
organization’s sustainability initiative strategy. In the sections 
to follow, we highlight the various aspects of legitimacy to 
be considered and the types of green alliances that are most 
applicable to the S&E industries. 
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With regard to environmental programs, strategic alliances 
intended to share expertise and knowledge with existing or-
ganizations are commonly defined as green alliances. These 
alliances are common among businesses and environmen-
tal groups when it is necessary or opportunistic to provide 
effective strategies in the introduction and integration of 
environmental management procedures within the organi-
zation, such as an S&E entity (Hartman & Stafford, 1997). 
Further, S&E managers should leverage their notoriety and 
exposure when approaching specific partners with certain 
expertise (e.g., energy audits, waste management, fan en-
gagement) to advance their environmental sustainability ef-
forts, because they can provide financial and environmental 
benefits as McCullough and Cunningham showed in 2010. 
As S&E entities begin to strategically plan their sustainabil-
ity initiatives, it is important that they assess their current 
environmentally focused business practices. After surveying 
their efforts, specific gaps will emerge that the organization 
has not addressed or it may reveal that the organization may 
lack specific expertise or material resources. These findings, 
especially shortcomings and gaps, can identify the areas that 
are beyond the organization’s capacity or expertise, requir-
ing additional assistance through strategic alliances. These 
alliances are rather fruitful and beneficial to the natural en-
vironment. For example, the Seattle Mariners invested in 
various environmentally minded facility upgrades to electric 
systems and fixtures while updating their standard operat-
ing procedures. In sum, the team invested more than $1.5 
million during its initial upgrades in 2006 throughout Safeco 
Field. However, one major energy upgrade of the stadium 
lighting system remained, which cost dramatically more 
than the 2006 upgrades. In 2014, GigaTerra approached 
the Mainers about a partnership to upgrade their stadium 
lighting system. As a result, Safeco Field was the first Major 
League Baseball Stadium to use LED stadium lights to illu-
minate the playing surface. GigaTerra used this strategic alli-
ance with the Mariners to enter into a new market (i.e., sport 
venue lighting). The Mariners, in turn, used this alliance to 
reduce their energy consumption, and thereby carbon emis-
sions and energy costs, by 60% (Green Sports Alliance, 2013; 
Seattle Mariners, 2016).

McCullough and colleagues noted in 2016 that as S&E 
organizations more deeply integrate environmental sustain-
ability into their daily operations and strategic planning, 
they must go beyond the boundaries of their organization 
for additional expertise to address the increased sophistica-
tion of environmental sustainability initiatives. Thus, green 
alliances became more common in order to reduce the en-
vironmental impact of their organization and educate vari-
ous stakeholders (e.g., employees, spectators; Casper, Pfahl, 
& McCullough, 2014). S&E managers should seek alliances 
that fit with their organization’s key sustainability objectives. 

For example, in the study that Trendafilova and Babiak con-
ducted in 2013, they discovered professional leagues in the 
US partnered with the National Resources Defense Coun-
cil (a national environmental action group advocating for 
stringent environmental protection) in order to implement 
systems, structures, and processes by which to engage sport 
organizations and spectators in making activities more en-
vironmentally friendly. These professional leagues partnered 
with the NRDC to initially launch their sustainability efforts 
through the expertise of the NRDC to coordinate such ef-
forts. The NRDC was able to leverage its network to advance 
the initial efforts of various professional sport leagues in 
North America. The professional leagues benefited because 
of the increased capacity and expertise that the NRDC pro-
vided. Further, the researchers found that environmental 
programs were viewed as strategic activities, which provided 
organizations with benefits such as new marketing oppor-
tunities, new revenue streams, employee engagement, and 
image enhancement. These alliances offer a special benefit 
for the organization, as the environmental group can offer its 
expertise and established reputation. 

The direct association between an S&E organization, like 
the Mariners, for example, and an environmentally focused 
organization, like GigaTerra, helps the S&E organization le-
gitimize its environmental sustainability efforts and should 
be noted by S&E managers. As previously mentioned, Mc-
Cullough and Cunningham (2010) noted the increased reve-
nue streams, increased public good will, and repeat custom-
ers as benefits for implementing environmental initiatives. 
These benefits from implementing environmental sustain-
ability initiatives and partnering with outside organizations 
can help convince upper management to buy in to such pro-
posals and long-term strategic plans. As another example, 
the University of Colorado at Boulder supports environmen-
tal partnerships that lend expertise, material, and financial 
resources to advance the environmental initiatives of the 
campus, in general, and the athletic department, specifically. 
These sustainability programs go beyond simply sponsoring 
efforts to assist with the waste recovery efforts (i.e., Ralphie’s 
Green Stampede and Ball Corporation; PRNewswire, 2016). 
As the university’s sustainability programs advanced, they 
also create messaging for sponsored fan engagement efforts, 
as the studies of Casper and his colleagues in 2014 and Hen-
ley in 2013 showed. One major challenge that S&E managers 
may face to get buy-in from upper management is the up-
front cost to launch or sustain such efforts. However, spon-
soring such initiatives is common. S&E managers should 
leverage their strategic green alliances into sponsorships 
because environmental groups or sponsors can financially 
support the S&E organization’s environmental initiatives. 
For instance, “Ralphie’s Green Stampede is a partnership be-
tween CU Athletics, the CU Environmental Center, and CU 
Facilities Management, and is supported by major sponsors 
including Ball Corporation, Wells Fargo, BASF, PepsiCo Re-
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cycling, Eco-Products, and Levy Restaurants” (PRNewswire, 
2016, para. 13). Outside partners like these benefit from the 
exposure and association with S&E organizations. So while 
they may lend expertise and materials, these partners can 
also provide financial support to sustain environmental 
initiatives within the S&E. This should be used as a major 
selling point by S&E managers to get upper management 
long-term buy-in. To further support the implementation 
of sustainability initiatives, Casper and Pfahl found in 2015 
that a sustained effort to environmental initiatives results 
in an increased perception of environmental reputation to 
the point that fans see the organization as an environmental 
leader. Furthermore, they found that loosely affiliated CU–
Boulder fans were more likely to increase their fan identifica-
tion and reported a higher likelihood to purchase tickets and 
merchandise because of the athletic department’s dedication 
to environmental sustainability. 

S&E mangers seeking or responding to requests for strate-
gic green alliances can take a proactive approach in expanding 
their environmental sustainability efforts. But the question 
is “how?” After taking the first step of identifying what the 
needs of the organization are and what the strategic priorities 
are, the next step is to develop a strategic plan. The strategic 
plan should identify the resources in place and the resources 
needed to accomplish success. When S&E organizations plan 
for environmental programs, it is best to seek input on what 
steps the organization should take when planning and imple-
menting its sustainability program from the loudest critics 
of the organization. This may protect the S&E entity from 
criticism by these stakeholders, which avoids bringing atten-
tion to its environmental shortcomings. By way of example, 
Greenpeace’s green strategic alliance with the Sydney Olym-
pic Games proved quite beneficial. Greenpeace approached 
Coca-Cola with the objective of introducing environmental-
ly friendly refrigeration techniques to the company. This al-
liance not only saved Coca-Cola money through production 
of future refrigerators, but also decreased its negative impact 
on the environment. Coca-Cola did not even have to adver-
tise the change, as Greenpeace promoted the entire program, 
gaining Coca-Cola credibility and legitimacy. 

Following the steps of identifying the S&E organization’s 
needs and developing the strategic plan, the organization 
needs to gather stakeholders in the community and identi-
fy potential partners with not only resources that could help 
the implementation of the strategic plan but also with the 
expertise to efficiently utilize these resources. It is imperative 
to seek local as well as regional and national partnerships. 
Having local partnerships makes the community grow stron-
ger and feel more invested in the S&E organizations and the 
events associated with the organizations, which in turn con-
tributes to the legitimacy of the environmental efforts and 
programs. Identifying potential partners in the communi-
ty could be done either through approaching the critiques 
of the S&E organization and asking for recommendations 

or simply through approaching an organization like Waste 
Management, for example, in the community. Organizations 
such as Waste Management logically would have several sug-
gestions for other potential partners with expertise in envi-
ronmental programs. It would be beneficial for the S&E or-
ganization to have a short proposal of what exactly the needs 
and goals of the organization are in relation to environmen-
tal sustainability to ensure a more productive dialogue with 
partnering organizations. 

Additionally, S&E managers should establish green alli-
ances with environmental organizations in several different 
ways, as Hartman and Stafford noted in 1997, including li-
censing arrangements, corporate sponsorships, product en-
dorsement, task forces, green system alliances, and green 
public policy alliance. Licensing arrangements are the least 
invasive while green public policy alliances require the most 
investment. Most commonly seen today are product en-
dorsements and development (task force) to implementation 
(green system alliance) of environmental systems. Illustrat-
ing the importance of addressing the environment in the 
realm of sport, the Paris Climate Conference, also known as 
Conference of Parties or COP21 Paris, held a special sym-
posium focused on Sustainable Innovation in Sport. The 
symposium, attended by sport professionals, sustainability 
experts, government employees, and corporate executives 
from around the world, offered to discuss the role sport 
plays in combating climate change and how S&E venues can 
help address that issue (Blaustein, 2015). Opportunities like 
this and others (e.g., Green Sport Alliance Summit, BASIS 
Summit, IOC’s World Conference on Sport and the Envi-
ronment) provide openings to share best practices, mobilize 
S&E organizations, and establish strategic green alliances. 
S&E managers should seek out these opportunities to ex-
pand networks and see what other organizations are doing to 
reduce their environmental impacts. 

Special attention at events like these is given to the devel-
opment of task forces and green systems alliances. These al-
liances allow S&E organizations to share best practices. This 
opportunity for practitioner peer review serves as a chance 
to have a S&E organization’s processes and outputs certified 
or validated by peer feedback. The high visibility and exist-
ing social standing of S&E organizations requires that their 
environmental programs be authentic to avoid the possibility 
of criticism and attacks from environmental or other outside 
groups. Previous examples of criticism have been focused 
on large-scale events like the Winter Olympics. In 2004, Es-
sex and Chalkley conducted a case study of the 1932 Win-
ter Games as an example of criticism towards a large sport 
event. The International Olympic Committee awarded the 
1932 Winter Games to Lake Placid. However, a local advoca-
cy group (Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks) 
was successful in a legal challenge in 1930 to the proposed 
bobsled run based on the detrimental environmental effects. 
As a result, a new location with less adverse environmental 
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impacts was chosen. More recently, as a newspaper article in 
the Guardian showed in 2015, protests have focused on the 
construction of a ski run in the middle of an old growth for-
est for the 2018 Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, South Ko-
rea. As a result, S&E organizations may encounter pressure 
from external and internal sources to implement sustainabil-
ity initiatives, as mentioned in the introduction of the article. 

This stresses the point that S&E organizations should 
partner with outside organizations through strategic green 
alliances to ensure their environmental initiatives are viewed 
as authentic and legitimate to avoid accusations of green-
washing. Greenwashing is a term that describes organiza-
tions misleading stakeholders concerning the benefits and 
results of their environmental initiatives. Generally, green-
washing organizations will overstate their environmental 
credentials or accomplishments. For example, we found in 
2013 that sport fans were skeptical of the motivations of their 
sport team to engage in environmental sustainability. Fans 
mentioned that the team may be interested only to boost the 
organization’s bottom line. Thus, these fans did not have pos-
itive views of environmental sustainability and needed ad-
ditional information from the team as to why they should 
be concerned about the environment. Green alliances with 
environmental groups like Greenpeace, the Environmental 
Protection Agency, and Audubon International can further 
the sustainability goals of the S&E organization, because of 
the level of credibility these groups possess. To this end, with 
a partnership with the Environmental Protection Agency 
and various sponsoring organizations, the National Hockey 
League (NHL) crafted a narrative that conveys the impor-
tance of why the NHL and its member organizations are 
engaging in environmental sustainability. Emphasizing the 
progression of climate change, the NHL-EPA partnership 
suggests pond hockey is in jeopardy and without pond hock-
ey the natural grooming of future hockey players and fans 
will be lost (McCullough, 2015). 

The Pursuit of Legitimacy

Legitimacy was defined in 1995 by Suchman as the gener-
alized perception or assumption that the actions of an enti-
ty are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially 
constructed systems of norms, values, beliefs, and defini-
tions. Legitimacy affects not only how people act toward or-
ganizations, but also how they understand them. In other 
words, the public perceives a legitimate organization as more 
worthy, more meaningful, more predictable, and more trust-
worthy. The conceptualization of legitimacy can be seen as a 
process that consists of an input–process–output sequence. 
As part of this sequence the evaluation of legitimacy is ever 
evolving as the social values within society advance—in par-
ticular the expectations of stakeholders (i.e., patrons, fans, 
customers) towards sport and entertainment venues. In turn, 

ever-increasing expectations motivate S&E organizations to 
do more for the protection of the environment and for mini-
mizing their negative impact. 

As Filatotchev and Nakijima demonstrated in 2001, larg-
er organizations that are more visible and that depend more 
heavily on political and/or social support engage in more 
legitimizing behaviors as they are pressured more strongly 
to suffice the societal norms. Therefore, it is commonplace 
to see larger corporations donating more resources to social 
causes or engaging in socially acceptable behaviors that “give 
back” to the community (Babiak & Wolfe, 2006). This socie-
tal expectation includes an evaluation of all three aspects of 
the organization’s sustainability—environmental, social, and 
economic. Nike, for example, has been criticized in the past 
for its labor issues (i.e., social) and its environmental impacts 
in the 1990s (Falck & Heblich, 2007). To address these con-
cerns, Nike launched several programs to improve its perfor-
mance in these two sustainability areas and provide an annu-
al report of its progress (see http://www.nikeresponsibility.
com/report/ for more information). 

There are different levels to achieve legitimacy. One com-
monly used and requiring minimal evaluation is meeting le-
gal mandates and requirements. This is most popular with 
S&E entities because it is consistent across different settings. 
Adhering to legal requirements easily allows the corporation 
to fall into the status quo, protected by the law. As seen with 
Nike, its contracted factories were operating with the laws of 
their respective countries. However, societal expectations of 
customers in North America and Europe exceeded the mini-
mum requirements of the law concerning labor in manufac-
turing countries (e.g., India, China). As a result, despite Nike 
operating within the law, social norms dictated that Nike did 
not have legitimate or responsible business practices. This 
illustrates that simple compliance with legal requirements 
may be insufficient for achieving legitimacy unless combined 
with efforts to meet societal expectations. Achieving sustain-
ability (environmental, social, and economic) is a complex 
and ongoing process. Since legitimacy is an ongoing process, 
improvements to environmental programs is necessary be-
cause legitimacy is harder to rebuild than to initially establish.

Another level of evaluating legitimacy is through the 
adoption of industry standards. Such standards provide an 
opportunity to legitimize and assimilate into an existing pro-
gram with little criticism (i.e., institutionalization). Industry 
standards can go beyond legal requirements and, depending 
on the strength of the program, offer competitive advantag-
es to its partners. Specific examples include the U.S. Green 
Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) certification of venues in both the entertain-
ment (e.g., Stephen Sondheim Theatre–New York, NY) and 
sport (e.g., Levis Stadium–Santa Clara, CA; Barclays Center–
Brooklyn, NY) industries. The LEED certification evaluates 
renovation and new construction projects based on a tiered 
rating system for the overall design, construction, operation, 
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and maintenance of green residences and commercial spaces, 
including S&E venues. Ultimately, this certification validates 
the environmentally responsible construction and operation 
of facilities (for more information visit http://www.usgbc.
org/leed). Organizations that implemented LEED aspects 
into their facility are more likely to receive public subsidiar-
ies, attract new sponsorships, and increase donations to the 
S&E organization (Kellison & Kim, 2014; Walker, 2013)

Third, legitimacy can be achieved through certifications 
initiated by the organization’s members. Audubon Interna-
tional, for instance, created a certification process for golf 
courses to encourage sustainable golf course management 
practices (see http://www.auduboninternational.org/acsp- 
golf-certified). Audubon has an established reputation as 
an environmental protection organization and instantly in-
creased the legitimization of the sustainable practices among 
the member golf courses. Golf course managers that have 
met Audubon International’s standards for certification can 
market the sustainability efforts that are validated by a third 
party rather than simply noting their efforts on their web-
page. The legitimization of these efforts benefit the natural 
environment but also the business’s financial bottom line. 

Attaining legitimacy through relationships with different 
alliances has the potential to improve the organization’s abili-
ty to compete for resources and gain stakeholder approval. As 
previously mentioned, Casper and Pfahl found in 2015 that 
the University of Colorado–Boulder’s athletic department 
was seen as an environmental leader in sport. Their findings 
also suggested that the athletic department’s commitment 
to environmental sustainability increased the fan identifica-
tion of loosely affiliated fans and increased their likelihood 
to buy more merchandise and tickets. As the number of or-
ganizations in the S&E industries adopting environmentally 
sustainable initiatives continues to grow in the future, their 
validity would naturally increase. In return, the scope of in-
terested alliances would expand as well when external orga-
nizations see the mutual benefits such alliances provide to 
all parties involved. Professional organizations such as the 
Green Sport Alliance and AEG Global Partnerships would 
continue to contribute to an increased network of vendors 
for S&E organizations and venues to streamline various en-
vironmental campaigns (e.g., energy reduction, sustainable 
supply chains, compostable waste, construction projects).

Lastly, forming internal committees and external allianc-
es has the potential to positively influence legitimacy, espe-
cially if external partners established their environmental 
practices and gained the community trust. Expanding the 
scope of community relationships could be an indicator of 
higher levels of commitment to environmental sustainabil-
ity, thus helping S&E organizations achieve legitimacy and 
improve their status within the community. S&E organiza-
tions commonly refer to these committees as “green teams,” 
which consist of various internal and external stakeholders 
of the organization. Legitimacy is affected by the decisions 

made by the individuals/green teams responsible for the im-
plementation and evaluation of environmentally sustainable 
programs. Sharing stories of successful implementation and 
outcomes can build momentum and buy-in from patrons 
to an organization’s efforts and ultimately their legitimacy. 
Achieving legitimacy among patrons also requires the im-
plementation of educational initiatives to communicate with 
audiences to inspire positive behavior changes, as Kellison, 
Trendafilova, and McCullough showed in 2015. To avoid 
public criticism and claims of greenwashing, organizations 
and the initiatives they are promoting must appear credible 
and legitimate. Most importantly, S&E entities need to realize 
that achieving legitimacy is not going to happen overnight; 
it is a process requiring a long-term commitment between a 
variety of alliances and the local community. For instance, 
we found that over time with sustained efforts in pursuit of 
environmental sustainability, the sophistication of these ini-
tiatives increases. As part of this sophistication, they claim 
that S&E organizations would seek partnerships, or strategic 
alliances, to bolster their creditability and legitimacy of their 
sustainability efforts.

Conclusions

Through strategic alliances between environmental groups 
and S&E organizations/venues, the industry can take addi-
tional steps to move forward in its efforts to integrate en-
vironmental sustainability more deeply into its daily opera-
tions. These alliances can provide credibility and legitimacy 
to environmental initiatives. Becoming a legitimate envi-
ronmentally friendly organization has potential to increase 
revenues and consumer loyalty, as our work and the work of 
our colleagues have shown (Casper & Pfahl, 2015; Casper et 
al., 2014; McCullough & Cunningham, 2010). These benefits 
can be realized by S&E entities of all sizes from a local 5k run 
to large-scale events like the Oscars or Olympic Games. The 
S&E industry offers a great platform to promote environ-
mental sustainability because of the vast amount of attention 
that the industry receives and the direct interaction that cus-
tomers, spectators, and fans have with the organizations and 
venues (McCullough et al., 2016). Thus, S&E organizations 
and venues may be in an advantageous position to attract 
new strategic alliances with environmental sustainability fo-
cused partners (e.g., Ralphie’s Stampede and the Ball Corpo-
ration). 

Both partners can benefit from their association and in-
volvement in the partnership. S&E managers should leverage 
the amount of exposure and social influence they have to ad-
vance their sustainability initiatives through the expertise of 
their partner. In exchange, the environmental partner enters 
into a new market, expanding its possible clientele, as was 
done by Constellation Energy and the NHL. The NHL orig-
inally partnered with Constellation Energy to conduct en-
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ergy audits and improve energy efficiency of NHL facilities. 
Further, Constellation helped the NHL offset their carbon 
emissions from these facilities and team travel, which was 
highlighted in the first sustainability report published by a 
major sport league in North America. The NHL benefitted 
by partnering with Constellation to further its sustainability 
efforts, while also validating these efforts (i.e., carbon emis-
sion evaluations, carbon offsets) by working with an expert 
sustainability focused organization. Constellation validates 
and legitimizes the NHL’s efforts because of its expertise in 
the energy industry to conduct energy and carbon audits, 
improve efficiency, and fund carbon offsetting projects. Al-
ternatively, Constellation benefitted by partnering and thus 
entering into a new market—the S&E industry—to further 
its business objectives.

Evidence of its successful entry into the S&E industry can 
be seen through its new collaboration with the Profession-
al Golfers’ Association of America (PGA). The press release 
announcing the PGA-Constellation partnership serves as a 
perfect frame of the value of strategic green alliances. It states 
that Constellation will “work with the PGA to conduct en-
ergy efficiency analyses and recommend an actionable sus-
tainability strategy and energy management program in an 
effort to reduce the environmental impact of the organiza-
tion” (PGA, 2016, para. 1). As seen from this excerpt in the 
press release, S&E organizations can enhance their strategic 
planning and work towards advancing their sustainability 
initiatives that may not have otherwise been achieved if not 
through strategic green alliances.
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Many sport and entertainment management scholars and 
practitioners are extremely interested in the various 

activities involved with successfully booking acts for ven-
ues. As an example, recent technological and industry-level 
developments present the act of booking and scheduling as 
dynamic and requiring innovative and adaptive employees. 
This section contains an interview with Bredan Buckley, 
vice president of Columbus Arenas Sports & Entertainment 
in Columbus, Ohio, a joint operation between Nationwide 
Arena and the Jerome Schottenstein Center, about the cur-
rent and future direction of booking and scheduling events 
for arenas. Buckley also provides recommendations or best 
practices to consider for sport and entertainment manage-
ment practitioners.

Buckley has worked in Columbus since 2004, when he 
began employment as the booking director for the Jerome 
Schottenstein Center. Prior to working in Columbus, Buck-
ley worked for the MGM Grand Garden Arena (1997–2004).

Seifried: Tell me about where you began to work and your 
career path to Columbus? 

Buckley: I first started working in the facility manage-
ment and entertainment industry when I secured a job at the 
MGM Grand Garden Arena in 1997. I basically offered to do 
any job they had for me. As an example, I worked as a stage 
hand, scoreboard operator, and conversion technician.1 I also 
was a computer-aided designer (CAD) for the MGM Grand.2 
Shortly after some internal restructuring, I was promoted to 
booking coordinator. In 2004, I moved with my family to 
Columbus, Ohio, when I accepted the booking director po-
sition for the Jerome Schottenstein Center on the campus of 
The Ohio State University. In 2009, Nationwide Arena, home 
of the National Hockey League’s (NHL) Columbus Blue Jack-
ets, merged their booking and management operations with 
that of the Schottenstein Center under the umbrella of Co-
lumbus Arenas Sports & Entertainment (CASE). Under that 
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Seifried: How have you sought to deal with this challenge 
to secure agreements with headliner tours and other acts? 
Do you have any recommendations for those working to 
book events?

Buckley: There are many considerations and approaches I 
recommend and practice. For instance, I recommend to
•	 network	with	other	facilities,
•	 visit	trade	fairs	and	conventions,
•	 maintain	visibility	with	local	and	national	promoters,
•	 develop	a	positive	public	image,
•	 be	flexible	and	firm	with	booking	dates,
•	 get	to	know	your	building,
•	 get	to	know	your	market,
•	 avoid	scheduling	conflicts,	and
•	 take	financial	risk.

Networking with other facilities and developing posi-
tive relationships with their booking directors is important. 
When approached by promoters about securing my facilities 
for their acts/events, I have recommended other facilities to 
promoters or encouraged them to book another venue when 
specific dates for my facilities were unavailable. In turn, my 
friends or colleagues in the field often reciprocate, helping 
me to increase the number of events in my own facilities. I 
think promoters also respect and appreciate this action on 
our part to recommend others; it builds trust with our venue 
for possible future dates. 

Visiting trade fairs and conventions is also important as 
well as maintaining visibility with promoters. I make every 
effort to attend trade shows and conventions when possible 
to not only share information but promote my venue with 
prospective promoters of acts and events. As an example, 
my membership with the International Association of Ven-
ue Managers led me to attend its annual conference. At the 
2015 Arena Management Conference, I moderated a discus-
sion between Paul Emery of Emery Entertainment; Joe Lit-
vag, senior vice president of AEG LIVE/AEG LIVE Events; 
Ed Rubenstein, the CEO of ArenaNetwork; Aaron Tannen-
baum, a music agent for the Creative Artists Agency; and 
Jay Williams, a partner with William Morris Endeavor En-
tertainment. In 2014, I moderated a panel with Will Hunter, 
vice president of operations for the PAC-12; Jeff Jarnecke, the 
director of championships for the National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association (NCAA); Ken Kuhl, the vice president of 
event development for the American Airlines Center (Dallas, 
TX); Ben Tario, an assistant commissioner for football with 
the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC); and Sean Saadeh, a se-
nior vice president of programming for the Barclays Center 
(Brooklyn, NY). 

In those discussions/industry panels, I encouraged in-
teraction between the participants and audience to help all 
attendees better understand the issues faced by promoters 
and agents and their impact on the business of booking. At 
the 2015 conference, for instance, we focused our discussion 
on the state of the touring industry and future trends like 

merger, I ultimately became the vice president, my present 
position, and have added Ohio Stadium as another venue in 
which CASE is responsible for booking non-Ohio State Ath-
letics events. 

Seifried: The merger of two arena operations in the same 
town sounds unique. Can you tell me more about that? 

Buckley: Yes. The opportunity to manage and coordinate 
two major arenas in a large urban center like Columbus is 
very exciting. The merger itself was a result of competition 
for events and the recognition from key stakeholders at both 
arenas that we could do better working together rather than 
against one another. Besides competing with each other in 
Columbus, large arenas exist in nearby Cleveland, Cincinna-
ti, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Louisville, and Indianapolis (all with-
in a 3.5 hour driving radius). Collectively, through the syner-
gy of our resources (e.g., hard-working human capital, great 
facilities, and streamlined/efficient organizational operation) 
we were able to provide events and headliner tours the op-
portunity to rehearse their act or a specific date to offer their 
event for consumption. The merger allowed both arenas to 
increase the number of events offered on their calendar and 
re-position Columbus as a major market and stopping place 
for headliner tours over the other aforementioned arenas 
near or in Ohio. As an example, during the last few years, Na-
tionwide Arenas hosted Fleetwood Mac, Taylor Swift, Miley 
Cyrus, Paul McCartney, Maroon 5, Luke Bryan, Kevin Hart, 
Disney on Ice, The Who, and the Trans-Siberian Orchestra 
among many other marquee guests.3

Seifried: Is there much competition for the booking of 
headliner events/tours in the United States?

Buckley: There is a huge amount of competition and it’s 
really a seller’s market. Right now I would estimate there are 
about 140 arenas that potentially compete for 60 to 70 dates 
of headliner tours. I should note artists may be beginning 
to tour less in the United States, which has also increased 
the competition. Specifically, from what I know, major con-
cert/headliner tours used to book about 40 dates per year in 
the US. Now, they travel more internationally because of the 
growth and improvement in facility services and revenue 
generation capacity. As an example, the O2 Arena in London 
has been one of the highest grossing arenas in the world for 
concerts over the last several years. In 2015 it generated near-
ly $2 million in ticket sales for concerts. The next closest was 
Manchester Arena (Manchester) at approximately $1.1 mil-
lion. Madison Square Garden was the top U.S. concert tick-
et seller at #4 with just over $1 million in sales. Overall, the 
2015 Pollstar rankings of the top arenas for ticket sales lists 
only three U.S. venues in the top 10 and 49 in the top 100. 
U.S. headliner tours/artists are increasingly playing multiple 
days in the same location rather than engaging in extended 
travel. Major cities like New York and Los Angeles with large 
population centers and highly recognized arenas will do well 
but the rest of us really are competing hard.
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nitions/descriptions you provided me when I first met you 
in 2006 and invited you to speak in my facility management 
class. Can you please define the concept of booking and then 
scheduling for our prospective readers and provide us with 
some identifiers to help better understand their differences?

Buckley: When I get the opportunity to speak on this top-
ic, I like to present booking as one of the main business prior-
ities in a facility. Further, before I begin to define the concept, 
I like to emphasize the income generated from gate receipts 
and rental fees for facility space are some of the most im-
portant sources of revenue for a sport and/or entertainment 
venue. Next, I define booking as the act of engaging and con-
tracting an event or attraction. Further, I describe booking as 
the process of reserving a specific space for a specific date at 
a specific time for an agreed amount of money. Within these 
points, I also acknowledge booking as involving the effort 
to find business and negotiation deals with outside users of 
your facility. Moreover, booking may require some facilities 
to act as a co-producer and/or promoter of the event; while 
this may seem unusual, taking risk on events in your venue is 
a major statement in bringing content to your market. Over-
all, it is critical that a booking director understand the prior-
ities and reputation of promoters when engaging in contract 
negotiation.4 

I also like to suggest that there are basically two booking 
types or groups. The first has been labeled as opportunity or 
can be characterized as short-time booking. This subgroup 
does not require far in advance booking or marketing. You 
see musical acts as one typical example of this type of book-
ing because many do not need more than a few weeks or in 
some cases days or hours to sell out. A second subgroup re-
quires a longer period of time when booking. I would de-
scribe this as long-term booking. An example of this might 
include acts that have complicated productions, like a Broad-
way theatrical show, symphony, or orchestra, which typically 
do not commit to lengthy travel, although they may play in 
the same location for several days or weeks. 

Finally, I like to point out there are also some types of book-
ing I would recommend for students and potential teachers 
of booking to be aware of. For example, block booking is not 
unusual and may be client-controlled, server-controlled, or a 
hybrid client/server mix. Block booking involves the active 
monitoring of a schedule for at least one performer or art-
ist and the opportunity to receive notice from them about 
their booking of an event in an area or specific geographic 
region to facilitate more scheduling of events. Client-con-
trolled happens directly through devices (e.g., laptops, dig-
ital assistants, smart phones, and other storage devices) 
managed by the client. Server-controlled involves the use of 
secondary networks to communicate the booking of events. 
In this, facilities use the server to gain access to a schedule of 
a performer or artist to better understand the possibility of 
booking them as an event and where or even if that is possi-
ble looking at their own facility schedule. It is important for 

why artists are increasingly playing more outdoor shows in 
addition to or over arena shows. Festivals were a significant 
part of that discussion. As an example, we learned Live Na-
tion produced roughly 70 festivals across the world in 2015 
and four of the top five festivals in the US. The interest of 
AEG Live in festivals was also acknowledged by a discussion 
that revealed approximately a third of the company’s income 
comes from festivals. Overall, I believe attendance at confer-
ences and trade fairs should be explored and compulsory in 
most instances for many booking directors. These events are 
really the best opportunities to get this many people involved 
with the industry together to help all identify opportunities, 
address challenges, find solutions, and network. 

To maintain visibility and develop a positive public image, 
I think it is useful to create facility brochures and offer an 
information-driven website. An example of items to include 
should involve building specifications, both written and pho-
tographic history of events at your facility and their high-
lights, and future events calendar. Ideally, this information 
will provide confidence to promoters that your venue is not a 
niche venue and can provide the best possible mix or diverse 
set of events. It also shows that you know your building. 

Seifried: What do you mean by “niche” venue?
Buckley: A niche venue is a facility that specializes in a 

particular type of event. For example, some small venues 
(e.g., clubs) are designed only for concert-type events.

Seifried: And being firm yet flexible?
Buckley: As a facility or organization, you should be flex-

ible about the confirmation period and establish clear guide-
lines concerning length and time of usage for your venue in 
addition to industry or regulatory standards regarding the 
reservation of space. Flexibility and firmness can be shown 
through the type of reservation you permit. For example, 
tentative hold reservations are an option in which you allow 
an organization to request a date and time on the facility cal-
endar but do not prepare or require them to sign a contract. 
A contracted reservation compels an interested organization 
to place a deposit for the agreed upon date and time and be-
gin contract negotiations.

Seifried: Do you use boiler-plate contracts for the con-
tracted reservation?

Buckley: For most events we do. We find value in the tem-
plate of a boiler-plate contract to help us schedule similar 
events. They provide consistency but they also require assis-
tance from legal and annual or biennial reviews. Occasion-
ally an event will be unique enough to require an agreement 
drafted from scratch or to use a boiler-plate contract of the 
event producer. 

Seifried: I realize as we began our discussion, we really 
have not defined the terms booking and scheduling. When 
I teach my facility management class, I always review the 
concepts of booking and scheduling. Many students ini-
tially believe the two words mean the same thing. To assist 
my explanation that the two terms are distinct, I use defi-
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prospective booking directors or those interested in booking 
to get familiar with software like Microsoft Windows™, var-
ious mobile operating systems, Redhat Linux™, or a custom 
operating system created in-house by a venue. 

Seifried: And what about scheduling?
Buckley: Scheduling is the reservation process and coor-

dination of all events to fit the facility’s available time and 
space to avoid conflicts that may damage the reputation of 
the organization and facility. Scheduling requires under-
standing the priorities of your facility (i.e., why do you ex-
ist?) and both communicating and coordinating the facility 
calendar and/or event schedule with key event/facility staff. 

Seifried: Can you please explain more what you mean 
when you say scheduling involves “understanding the prior-
ities of your facility?”

Buckley: I’ll give you a great example I often use to illus-
trate that critical point of emphasis. Previously, I worked at 
the MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas. The main pri-
ority of the MGM Grand Garden Arena was to book events 
that made the venue money. Events at the MGM Grand 
Garden were to attract media exposure and casino custom-
ers. That’s why you see such a heavy effort over the years to 
book premier boxing matches like those featuring Manny 
Pacquiao, Floyd Mayweather, and other large events like the 
Pac-12 men’s basketball championships, the iHeartRadio 
Music Festival, and the four-day Geothermal Energy Expo, 
the world’s largest meeting for vendors involved with geo-
thermal exploration, development, and management. 

In contrast, when I book events for the Jerome Schotten-
stein Center, on the campus of The Ohio State University, I 
work under different priorities. For instance, I begin each 
year knowing that facility exists for Ohio State athletic teams 
(e.g., men’s and women’s basketball, and men’s hockey) and 
special events that support university goals and missions. 

Seifried: Sorry to interrupt but what are some examples of 
“special events that are not athletic events?”

Buckley: Special events include celebrations such as grad-
uation ceremonies and reunions and the support of other 
university-related events such as job or career fairs that en-
hance student experiences at the university. 

Seifried: Getting back to the priorities, is there anything 
else you wanted to share with your example of the Schotten-
stein Center?

Buckley: Absolutely. Beyond the athletics and universi-
ty-related events, knowing they come first in scheduling pri-
orities, I am charged with looking for a diverse calendar of 
events that make money but still maintain the image of the 
university as an open and diverse environment. Diversity is 
important for an arena like the Schottenstein Center because 
a diverse calendar of events reflects well on the university; 
it enhances student experiences by giving them options of 
events to attend/meet their interests. Similarly, a diverse cal-
endar of events attracts both local and non-local residents 
either to stay or come to Columbus. I believe it is imperative 

that publicly owned sport and entertainment venues provide 
multiple or diverse options or attractions for the group or 
community they exist in. Large venues like ours in Columbus 
are able to dedicate an individual to booking and attracting 
events but smaller facilities may have to make use of several 
managers to attract events. For public or non-profit facilities, 
volunteers or committees of volunteers may also be needed 
to secure events. 

Seifried: Can you give me a small sample of some non-uni-
versity events in the Schottenstein Center?

Buckley: Over the years, we booked a variety of acts in 
the Schottenstein Center that meet the interest of students 
and/or other residents in or outside Columbus. For instance, 
regarding comedy, we booked members from the Blue Col-
lar Comedy group like Jeff Foxworthy, and members of the 
Daily Show with Jon Stewart among many other recent acts. 
In 2016 alone, with respect to musical concerts, we booked 
a diverse set of acts such as the Winter Jam Tour Spectacular 
and Casting Crowns (Christian music), Garth Brooks (coun-
try music), Justin Beiber, Demi Lovato, and Nick Jonas (pop 
music), and Drake and Kanye West (rap and R&B). Many 
family events are also a major feature of our event schedule. 
For example, we scheduled WWE Monday Night Raw (pro-
fessional wrestling), Monster Jam (monster truck racing), 
and the Cirque du Soleil (acrobatic entertainment) for 2016. 
Finally, other special meetings and events are also welcomed 
in that facility. As an example, we regularly host high school 
graduations, various state athletic championships, and ex-
hibition games for professional sports. Many other facilities 
also host expositions or shows (e.g., car and product display) 
that we may consider to compete for in the future. Overall, I 
believe we are meeting the goals of the university because we 
work first understanding we are in central Ohio and that we 
represent the people of this state and its interests. Further, we 
are representing Columbus and are interested in making the 
effort to brand our city and university as desirable places to 
live and work. 

I also want you to recognize that the planning for arena 
concerts starts several months in advance when a concert 
promoter seeks out information from arenas and considers 
that information with that of the artist’s management team 
and representatives. Some acts play extended stay tours in 
which they might look to book several days in a particular 
city or area. Other tours take a more splash-and-go approach, 
coming in one day and leaving the next. The act and corre-
sponding management team determine how many dates they 
want to perform, where they begin the tour, how many days 
off they have during the tour, and where they will finish. For 
facilities like ours and others, booking and scheduling is a 
pretty active negotiation working with artists and promoters 
to secure a commitment from them during each other’s open 
dates. 
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Seifried: With an eye toward the future, what impact will 
technology have on booking with respect to sport and enter-
tainment events? 

Buckley: Thinking about how far we have come with 
respect to technology in booking and event consumption 
during the past 20 years of my career is pretty amazing. Pre-
dicting the future is even more incredible. Technology, I be-
lieve, will help improve booking and scheduling and in some 
ways change the job description for future booking directors. 
For instance, many entertainment organizations (e.g., ESPN, 
NBC, CBS, ABC, Fox, etc.) are becoming more equal part-
ners in the production of events for sport and/or entertain-
ment organizations. While being at the live event is a unique 
opportunity, we recognize providing an alternative live expe-
rience is important moving forward. Embracing high-defi-
nition video, mobile phones/computers, social media, and 
other types of technology will assuredly increase the value 
of our arena for potential promotions as they look to more 
closely connect or engage with live and remote audiences. 

Seifried: To end our conversation, looking forward, what 
are your expectations for booking in the future?

Buckley: I fully expect many stadia to look toward sup-
porting mega-events beyond their origin. For example, we 
recently began to use Ohio Stadium, in Columbus, to sup-
port the Buckeye Country Super-Fest (est. 2015) similar to 
how Tiger Stadium in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, supports the 
Bayou Country Fest (est. 2010). The 2015 event sold 90,000 
tickets in two days and attracted visitors from 48 states. I ex-
pect in some ways country music festivals to remain attrac-
tive. The 30 largest country music festivals may see 40,000 to 
80,000 customers, helping to produce a gross of $10 to $20 
million. 

I also think you’ll see an effort on the world’s biggest acts to 
make use of stadiums. For instance, we also recently hosted 
the Rolling Stones tour, which sold more than 55,000 tickets 
and saw residents from 49 states attend. Our event with the 
Rolling Stones was the largest single-selling event on their 
tour and grossed about $3 million for the band.

Finally, I think we will see sport stadia adapted to host 
sports not natural to their origin. For example, the NHL has 

made the effort to support 15 professional hockey games in a 
variety of outdoor venues as part of its Winter Outdoor Clas-
sic and Stadium Series. Since 2008, the NHL has arranged 
for games at Ralph Wilson Stadium (Buffalo, NY), Wrigley 
Field and Soldier Field (Chicago, IL), Fenway Park (Boston, 
MA), Heinz Field (Pittsburgh, PA), Citizens Bank Park (Phil-
adelphia, PA), Michigan Stadium (Ann Arbor, MI), Nation-
als Park (Washington, D.C.), Gillette Stadium (Foxborough, 
MA), Dodger Stadium (Los Angeles, CA), Yankee Stadium 
(New York, NY), Levi Stadium (San Francisco, CA), Coors 
Field (Denver, CO), and TCF Bank Stadium (Minneapolis, 
MN). The crowds they drew ranged from 38,112 to 105,491 
and averaged 57,911. 

Endnotes
1A conversion technician helps set up and disassemble equipment needed 
for events (e.g., stage equipment for concerts, hockey glass and ice floor 
covering, and basketball courts, baskets, and sideline press/scoring areas), 
and open and close meeting and dressing rooms and concourse areas. 
Conversion technicians may also be responsible for cleaning and mainte-
nance responsibilities regarding equipment and the repair of seating and 
the aforementioned areas of the facility.
2 CAD involves the collection of data and the subsequent creation of de-
tailed schematics, drawings, or maps that are used in the construction of 
facilities and development of products. Working with information from 
engineers, architects, land surveyors, and on-site workers, CAD designers 
also help analyze building code restrictions/opportunities and highlight 
building specifications (e.g., volume and stress calculations) for potential 
activities/events.
3 Overall, the merger has proved very profitable. According to the Sports-
Business Journal, “the bottom line for both arenas has improved by 
$100,000 to $200,000 annually (2013–2015) by jointly running the two 
facilities, with another $600,000 to $700,000 saved in operational costs 
by combining staffs,” said Don Brown, executive director of the Franklin 
County Convention Facilities Authority (http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.
com/Journal/Issues/2015/11/16/In-Depth/Arena-District.aspx).
4 For similar definitions see: Fried, G. (2015). Managing sport facilities 
(3rd ed.). Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics. Pedersen, P. M., & Thibault, L. 
(2014). Contemporary sport management (5th ed.). Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics. Micocci, T. (2008). Booking performance tours: Marketing and ac-
quiring live arts and entertainment. New York, NY: Allworth Press.
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